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Abstract: Dermal fibroblasts are mesenchymal cells found between the skin epidermis
and subcutaneous tissue. They are primarily responsible for synthesizing collagen and
glycosaminoglycans; components of extracellular matrix supporting the structural integrity
of the skin. Dermal fibroblasts play a pivotal role in cutaneous wound healing and skin
repair. Preclinical studies suggest wider applications of dermal fibroblasts ranging from
skin based indications to non-skin tissue regeneration in tendon repair. One clinical
application for autologous dermal fibroblasts has been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) while others are in preclinical development or various stages of
regulatory approval. In this context, we outline the role of fibroblasts in wound healing
and discuss recent advances and the current development pipeline for cellular therapies
using autologous dermal fibroblasts. The microanatomic and phenotypic differences of
fibroblasts occupying particular locations within the skin are reviewed, emphasizing the
therapeutic relevance of attributes exhibited by subpopulations of fibroblasts. Special focus
is provided to fibroblast characteristics that define regional differences in skin, including
the thick and hairless skin of the palms and soles as compared to hair-bearing skin. This
regional specificity and functional identity of fibroblasts provides another platform for
developing regional skin applications such as the induction of hair follicles in bald
scalp or alteration of the phenotype of stump skin in amputees to better support their
prosthetic devices.
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1. Introduction
Faulty healing of cutaneous wounds impairs skin function and appearance due to scar formation,
ulceration that predisposes to secondary infection, pain, or physical alterations that interfere with
normal barrier function. Standard approaches to improve wound healing may speed reepithelialization
but skin function is often compromised. A new approach to promote normal healing and skin regeneration
is to alter the wound environment by introducing human cells into the wound or wound margin.
A major cellular constituent of the dermal layer of skin is the fibroblast. Fibroblasts are resident
mesenchymal cells in the dermis that produce collagen and other extracellular matrix proteins.
Fibroblasts are known to have a critical role in skin structure and integrity, and cultured autologous
dermal fibroblasts are believed to promote skin regeneration and rejuvenation [1]. While there have
been advances in the use of other cell types for skin regeneration such as keratinocytes [2], endothelial
cells [3], bone-marrow derived mesenchymal cells [4], induced pluripotent stem cells [5], genetically
modified fibroblasts [6], allogeneic cells [7], and skin substitutes [8,9], the focus of this review is the
use of autologous fibroblasts in skin directed therapies.
The term fibroblast encompasses cells with variable attributes found in skin and other organs.
The skin alone has many subtypes with unique properties. Increasing understanding of different
fibroblast sub-populations has been exploited in the development of new therapies designed for skin
rejuvenation via collagen production. Additionally, there is emerging research to suggest that
fibroblasts have the ability to “reprogram” the skin for the purpose of skin rejuvenation in aging skin.
The first part of this review summarizes the roles of fibroblasts in normal wound healing and
describes the therapeutic uses of fibroblasts in skin regeneration. In the second part, we explore
regional and microanatomic properties of fibroblasts for altering skin phenotype.
2. Autologous Fibroblasts Promote Wound Healing
Wound healing involves four phases: hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation and remodeling [10].
Fibroblasts are critical during the proliferative phase of wound healing, which begins a few days after
wounding, when fibroblasts begin to proliferate and migrate into the wound bed to produce extracellular
matrix (ECM) proteins. ECM proteins act as a scaffold for inflammatory cell migration and granulation
tissue generation. Granulation tissue provides the temporary substrate upon which re-epithelialization
by keratinocytes takes place. During proliferation, fibroblasts also have the capacity to further
differentiate into myofibroblasts that generate wound contracture. Later in the remodeling phase of
wound healing, myofibroblasts undergo apoptosis resulting in a decreased cellular density while the
remaining dermal fibroblasts begin to produce type I collagen. This plasticity of the fibroblast as it
transitions from producing ECM to promoting wound contracture to the synthesis of Type 1 collagen
makes it an attractive candidate for cellular based therapies in wound healing.
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The plasticity of fibroblasts during wound healing implies that the regulation of fibroblast
phenotype is complex. For example, the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts is regulated
by members of the TGF-β family that are released early in wounding by platelets [11]. Myofibroblast
differentiation is also stimulated by platelet derived growth factor-CC (PDGF-CC) produced by M2
macrophages [12] and by Interleukin-22 (IL-22) produced by adaptive and innate lymphoid cells [13].
In addition to the production of ECM, fibroblasts secrete a variety of growth factors and proteases that
promote or regulate wound healing [10]. For example, soluble factors such as fibroblast growth factor
2 (FGF2, also known as basic FGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF) promote wound healing. FGF2 stimulates wound healing and regulates ECM
production and degradation [14], while VEGF stimulates angiogenesis [15,16]. Dermal fibroblasts in a
fibrin matrix exposed to thrombospondin-1 produce increased amounts of VEGF that stimulates
endothelial cell tubulogenesis [17]. Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) has a variety of effects on wound
healing, including stimulation of angiogenesis, regulation of matrix deposition and degradation, and
stimulation of keratinocyte migration and proliferation [18]. The production of HGF involves
intracellular signaling by molecules such as c-JUN [19] and integrin-linked kinase (ILK) [20],
demonstrating that HGF production is secondary to growth factor stimulation and cell-matrix
interactions. This complex web of interactions in the wound bed relies heavily on the role of
fibroblasts as mediators of wound healing.
In general, wound healing is a well synchronized event; however, pathologic states are not uncommon.
For example, fibroblasts from hypertrophic scars release increased amounts of TGF-β1 [21].
In contrast, fetal fibroblasts associated with scarless healing produce TGF-β3 [22]. The differential
expression of TGF-β1 vs. TGF-β3 in hypertrophic vs. normal scars represents another target for
cellular based fibroblast therapies.
Along the lines of differential expression of proteins by fibroblasts, specific proteases produced by
fibroblasts, such as matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2), are involved during the remodeling phase of
wound healing [23,24]. Fibroblast expression of MMP-9 and MMP-13 in the late remodeling phase
is believed to promote scar-free healing [25]. This differential expression of favorable proteases
represents another advantage of fibroblast therapies.
3. Autologous Fibroblasts for Cellular Therapies
3.1. Preclinical Studies and Approach
The realization that dermal fibroblasts have regenerative potential in skin repair and
rejuvenation [26–29] has led to the development of cell therapies for a variety of skin indications.
These include the treatment of surgical and burn wounds; chronic wounds such as diabetic and
pressure ulcers; cosmetic indications such as treating facial rhytides; and hair growth in androgenetic
alopecia. Toxicology studies of dermal fibroblasts have shown that they do not induce tumors or show
oncogenic transformation when injected into mice [30]. In addition to this safety profile, there are
several animal models in pig and rodent for preclinical evaluation of dermal fibroblasts in the
developmental pipeline to bring the dermal fibroblast products to market.
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In wound healing, a positive correlation between complete wound healing and fibroblast numbers in
a porcine dermal substitute used to repair a full thickness skin defect showed the importance of
fibroblasts in wound healing [31]. Additionally, autologous dermal fibroblasts from pigs were highly
effective when transplanted to full thickness wounds in porcine wound models as demonstrated by
accelerated re-epithelialization and enhanced survival of transplanted keratinocytes [32]. Not surprisingly,
transplanted autologous dermal fibroblasts had better viability and resulted in improved re-epithelialization
of wounds and accelerated wound healing when compared with allogenic dermal fibroblasts [33].
This is likely due to greater inflammation induced by allogeneic dermal fibroblasts, with a significant
increase in scar formation and increased wound contraction, than autologous dermal fibroblasts, which
induced normal restoration of cutaneous function with minimal scar [34]. Autologous dermal
fibroblasts also resulted in improved healing in irradiated wounds, increasing the rate of wound
healing, wound tensile strength, and resulted in higher cell densities compared to controls [35].
Dermal fibroblasts are also being evaluated for regeneration in non-skin tissues. For example,
dermal fibroblasts combined with Bmp2 in a gelatin scaffold applied to full-thickness parietal defects
produced de novo cranial suture regeneration after four weeks of engraftment. This technique has
promise as a therapy for patients with congenital disorders of premature ossification of cranial sutures [35].
Dermal fibroblasts have been evaluated for other applications like tendon regeneration [36], closure of
pleural defects for sealing airways [37], and for anterior cruciate ligament engineering [38].
3.2. Fibroblast Expansion and Production
Skin is an excellent source of fibroblasts and they are easily harvested by a punch biopsy of the
normal skin. They can also be obtained from viable skin of debrided burn tissue [39]. Recent work
highlighting the differences in gene expression and function of fibroblast from different anatomical
sites [40,41] supports the concept that dermal fibroblasts should be selected from anatomic sites
appropriate for the therapeutic indication.
The production of dermal fibroblasts for therapy begins with a trained professional obtaining a skin
biopsy. The biopsy is then sent to a Good Manufacturing Process (GMP) cell culture processing unit
for dermal fibroblasts isolation by enzymatic methods, culture, expansion and purification (Figure 1).
The cells are often resuspended in freezing media for cryopreservation or sent to the clinical facility
for application. Advancements in cell culture techniques [42] to expand the cells without losing the
unique cellular identity and regenerative capacity of the cells, is important for successful therapeutic
application. Given that cellular expansion is expensive and time consuming, conventional flask based
systems for tissue culture are being replaced by bioreactors and other novel methods to speed expansion
and decrease manufacturing time.
While cellular therapy with autologous dermal fibroblasts has immense potential, many parts of the
supply chain require development (Figure 1). These include advancements in isolating and culturing
contamination free homogenous fibroblast populations, technology to rapidly grow optimal number of
cells with desired potency, optimal harvest site selection based on desired therapeutic indication, and
the storage and transport of the fibroblasts to the clinical site for application.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of harvesting skin, growing fibroblasts, and injecting for different
uses. The location of the skin biopsy for growing fibroblasts may be directed by the
therapeutic indication.

3.3. Mode of Administration and Cell Delivery
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines autologous use as “the implantation,
transplantation, infusion, or transfer of human cells or tissue back into the individual from whom the
cells or tissue were recovered” (21CFR 1271.1). The route of administration, mode of delivery, and the
formulation of autologous dermal fibroblasts are determined by the indication. In general, injection is
the most common delivery method. Direct injection involves fibroblasts being introduced into the
dermis of the skin with a 27 or 30 gauge needle. In 2011 the FDA approved the use of autologous
fibroblasts injected into the dermis to improve the appearance of moderate to severe facial nasolabial
fold wrinkles in adults (LAVIV, Fibrocell Technologies, Exton, PA, USA). The treatment regimen for
Laviv is the injection of 1.5 million autologous fibroblasts in 0.1 milliliter per linear centimeter into
dermis in three treatment sessions at 3–6 weeks intervals [43]. Replicel Life Sciences Incorporated
(Vancouver, BC, Canada) is developing a dermatology injector device to deliver cells in a nominal
injection volume with minimal pressure simultaneously controlling needle depth and angle for its hair
regeneration and tendon repair applications. Another delivery method is direct application of
fibroblasts suspended in matrix to the wound or ulcer site. In diabetic foot ulcers a proprietary mixture
of cultured keratinocytes and fibroblasts are suspended in fibrin glue and applied to the wound before
the area is covered with a dressing [44]. Another approach is grafting a composite bandage with cells
incorporated in a matrix. Several approaches have been developed for incorporating cells in a matrix.
Fibroblasts are grafted either as a dermal equivalent (matrix and fibroblast) or bi-layered skin
substitutes (dermal equivalent overlaid with autologous keratinocytes) at the wound site. Boyce and
colleagues successfully developed a cultured skin substitute with autologous fibroblasts and keratinocytes
that was grafted to the burn area [45]. This technique used collagen-glycosaminoglycan substrates as
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the matrix, while other investigators have used other matrices, such as a hyaluronic acid scaffold in an
autologous bioengineered skin equivalent that was used to repair a large wound in a nine-year-old girl
with after removal of a congenital giant nevus [46]. More recently, a spray-on system to deliver
autologous cells directly to the wounded area has been developed. This system does not rely on
expansion of the cells in vitro since the skin is harvested and digested enzymatically before
application [47]. The spray-on system is being developed by Avita Medical (Northridge, CA, USA) in
which a mixture of a patient’s own cells is sprayed directly to the site for wounds, scars and
hypopigmentation [47]. This system provides a rapid way to collect the patient’s cells and deliver them
to a much larger surface area without culturing the cells. It resulted in accelerated healing comparable
to skin grafting with decreased wound dressing time, and less scarring.
4. Therapeutic Indications
4.1. Cutaneous Burns
In cutaneous burns the goals are to restore barrier function, prevent infection, minimize scarring,
and prevent disfigurement. Wound dressings and synthetic substitutes provide a temporary barrier to
minimize infection [48]. However, wound care cannot fully replace the normal skin barrier, and
burns often result in scarring leading to psychological distress [49]. Skin transplants from split- or
full-thickness grafts are well-established techniques for restoring lost skin [50,51]. However, donor
skin availability and the size of the area involved have led to the development of techniques to expand
cells in vitro for generation of engineered full thickness tissue substitutes. Caruso and colleagues
understood the limitation of epithelial autografts in treating burn wounds and developed a
fibroblast-keratinocyte composite from a burn victim’s normal skin. This composite could be used to
cover third degree burns [52]. In another report, a 19 years old patient suffering from a third degree
burn involving 76% of the body surface area was treated with a cultured autologous fibroblast and
keratinocytes suspension after stabilizing the burn area with a commercial dermis equivalent.
The patient exhibited improved wound closure with the development of functional skin over a one year
follow up [53]. The bi-layered skin substitute developed by Boyce and colleagues from autologous
fibroblasts and keratinocytes resulted in faster wound closure and decreased the requirements for donor
skin harvesting for additional grafting in full-thickness burns [45]. Another report of autologous
bioengineered skin used in two patients with extensive burns resulted in the restoration of bi-layered
skin that was maintained after two years of follow up [54]. The feasibility of using artificial skin from
autologous fibroblasts and keratinocytes for an indication other than burns was demonstrated by
Llames et al. They treated patients with large wounds from the removal of giant nevi with bio-engineered
skin. In these patients, the bio-engineered skin resulted in permanent re-epithelialization in all
cases without blistering or skin retractions [55]. These studies show that autologous fibroblast
therapies alone or as part of bio-engineered skin equivalents are effective in burns and other large
epithelial defects.
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4.2. Cosmetic Indications
Facial contour deformities like nasolabial fold wrinkles and acne scars may impair skin function
and can cause psychological discomfort leading to decreased quality of life [56,57]. Dermal fillers are
one of the main therapeutic approaches for soft tissue augmentation, but complications such as bruising,
unwanted swelling, skin dyspigmentation, skin infections, and subcutaneous nodules can occur [58].
Not surprisingly, an alternative using autologous fibroblasts as natural filler is available to generate
matrix proteins such as collagen. West and Alster described the concept that injecting autologous
dermal fibroblasts could replace intradermal injection of silicone and other fillers for treating facial
wrinkles. This novel approach has the potential to avoid hypersensitivity reactions associated with
dermal fillers and result in a sustained therapeutic effect [1,59,60]. In a pilot study, Watson and
colleagues showed that nine out of ten patients who exhibited facial rhytides showed some improvement
when autologous fibroblasts were injected in the target site, and increases in collagen were noted in the
dermis [61]. In studies using autologous fibroblast therapy in which 20 million/mL autologous cells
were injected into the dermis in three doses spaced one month apart, significant improvement in facial
contour was observed. In addition to improvement of facial rhytides, acne scars also improved with no
adverse events when studied [62]. Given the early successes, multicenter placebo control trials for the
treatment of nasolabial fold wrinkles and facial contour deformities with autologous fibroblast were
expanded to develop an aesthetic indication [43]. These studies led to the approval in 2011 of LAVIV™,
an autologous cellular therapy product manufactured by Fibrocell Science, Inc. (Exton, PA, USA) for
use in the treatment of nasolabial wrinkles. The use of autologous fibroblasts has since expanded to
acne scars [63] and peri-orbital skin flaccidity [64].
4.3. Orthopedic Indications
Replicel is developing autologous fibroblast therapy from fibroblasts isolated from the dermal
sheath (DS) surrounding hair follicles to treat chronic tendinosis. A randomized, double-blind study
was performed in thirty-two patients with Achilles tendon injuries who were treated with autologous
skin-derived fibroblasts [65]. Connell and colleagues has previously established the safety and efficacy
of fibroblast injection in refractory lateral epicondylitis [66]. The fibroblast therapy for tendinosis was
found to be safe and showed significant improvement in healing the injured site in short term and long
term studies. A related orthopedic indication is the use of autologous fibroblasts in osseointegrative
prostheses. Autologous fibroblasts have been shown to reduce skin infection and osteomyelitis, one of the
most troubling complications at the prosthesis attachment site, when applied to the implant surface [67].
4.4. Wound Repair
Regenerating skin after surgical wounds is another application for autologous fibroblasts. Wounds
treated with autologous dermal grafts in hyaluronic acid sheets re-epithelialized faster and patient
satisfaction and scar appearance were improved compared to skin graft alone. These findings were
studied in skin defects after the removal of basal cell carcinomas [68].
Apligraft (Organogenesis, Canton, OH, USA) is an allograft consisting of bi-layered skin derived
from cultured fibroblasts and keratinocytes isolated from foreskin. It is FDA approved for chronic
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wound conditions like venous leg ulcers and diabetic foot ulcers [69]. However it is an allogeneic
product and is prone to immune-mediated rejection. This product could be improved by the use of
autologous skin constituents consisting of fibroblasts and keratinocytes to generate a “custom”
bi-layered skin substitutes for skin repair and regeneration. Along these lines, proof of principle
experiments have shown that long standing diabetic ulcers treated with a mixture of autologous
fibroblast and keratinocytes in a fibrin suspension resulted in faster healing of ulcers with no
adverse effect [44].
5. Regional and Microanatomic Specificity of Fibroblast Populations
5.1. Regional Identity
One of the most intriguing properties of skin is its regional specificity. Regional specificity is
observed in species from birds to humans and reflects an adaptive trait that is rigidly maintained.
In humans, this phenomenon is readily appreciated in the differences between hair-bearing and
non-hair bearing skin. However, many other examples exist such as differences between palmar-plantar
(volar) skin of the palm and sole of the hands and feet respectively and non-volar skin of the face.
An interesting corollary in birds is the presence of feathers vs. scales. This regional skin variation
provides an opportunity for understanding the developmental mechanisms that determine tissue
phenotype and raises a possible platform for therapeutic intervention for regional skin diseases.
One of the most studied areas of regional skin variation is hair-bearing skin. Androgenetic alopecia
is estimated to affect 50% of the male and female population by 50 years of age [70]. Therapies such
as minoxidil, finasteride, and spironolactone have been shown to slow the progression of androgenetic
alopecia with mixed results. Hormonal sensitivity is also implicated in excessive facial hair (hirsutism)
in women, while other investigators have implicated the disruption in pathways such as Prostaglandin
D2 in hair loss [71]. However, despite continued research into hair loss, one of the most effective
treatments remains hair transplantation.
In animals, classic transplantation experiments swapped the epidermis and dermis of different parts
of birds to see which controlled the other. Normally a bird has scales on its feet and feathers on its
wing. In birds, the scales and feathers are made by the epidermal keratinocytes. Early investigators
exchanged the dermis and epidermis from the foot and wing to determine in mismatched tissue
whether the epidermis maintained its original product (scales or feathers) or whether the dermis was
responsible for “instructing” the epidermis’ unique tissue identity. Those studies demonstrated that the
dermis controls the epidermal phenotype. In these experiments, mismatched epidermis would switch
from feather to scale, if foot dermis were added to wing epidermis [72]. This series of experiments
demonstrated that fibroblasts could “induce” phenotype, i.e., feathers vs. scale. The researchers were
able to induce feathers on the foot and scales on the wing of manipulated birds.
Human studies have demonstrated similar results; scalp dermal fibroblasts create long hairs if
transplanted to the arm [73] because fibroblasts can “remember” their position in the body and
stimulate the corresponding phenotype. When human dermal fibroblasts are removed from different
areas of the skin and their gene expression is measured, investigators have found persistent expression
of specific genes that reflect the location of origin of the fibroblasts [40,74,75]. The most prominent
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site-specific genes are the HOX or homeobox genes. Fibroblasts retained their HOX signatures even
after 35 cell doublings in cell culture [76].
Preliminary studies using human cells have been published which demonstrate the importance of
volar fibroblasts in controlling volar (palmar-plantar) gene expression [77]. For example, Yamaguchi
and colleagues demonstrated that human non-volar (thigh) keratinocytes when transplanted onto
human palms began to express KRT9. Although initially devoid of KRT9 expression, by three weeks
post-transplantation onto volar dermis, the non-volar trunk keratinocytes express some KRT9. By five
weeks post-translation, all transplanted keratinocytes expressed KRT9. Coincident with KRT9 expression
was the adoption of other volar skin features such as a thick stratum corneum.
Rinn and colleagues [75] extended these findings by replicating results showing that in vitro human
volar fibroblasts can induce KRT9 expression in cultured non-volar keratinocytes. Through an analysis
of microarray data on cultured fibroblasts from volar locations, they were able to demonstrate that the
KRT9 induction required the homeobox gene HoxA13 and its downstream mediator Wnt5a. In fact,
they were able to show that Wnt5a itself was sufficient to induce KRT9 gene expression.
This demonstrated that canonical developmental genes are responsible for a given phenotype. Another
series of studies by Yamaguchi and colleagues [78,79] describes the ability of DKK1 to increase
epidermal thickness and the expression of KRT9 and induce melanocytes. These studies corroborate
the findings in birds that dermal fibroblasts control tissue identity of the epidermis. They further
demonstrate that fibroblasts retain their HOX expression despite expansion in culture thereby
supporting the idea that fibroblast retain their functional identity after multiplication in culture.
In summary, dermal fibroblasts do not merely play a supportive role in the skin. Instead, fibroblasts
exert a major influence in determining the regional identity of skin. The importance of fibroblasts in
developmental biology as inductive cells critical to defining regional phenotypes raises the potential
for the use of fibroblasts to manipulate skin characteristics in cellular therapy applications.
5.1.1. Induction of Acral Skin
In current clinical practice, autologous fibroblast transplants are commonplace in the form of
split-thickness-skin grafts or partial-thickness-skin grafts. These grafts contain both epidermis and
a component of the fibroblast-rich dermis. Allogeneic fibroblast treatments occur routinely in wound
care centers in the form of cultured cells from human foreskin. This therapy (Apligraf) is FDA
approved for the treatment of diabetic and venous foot ulcers [80–83]. The newest application of
fibroblast therapy was the approval by the FDA in June 2011 of cultured autologous fibroblasts as skin
filler for unwanted facial skin wrinkles. This product is marketed as LAVIV™ (Fibrocell Sciences) [84].
Cultured autologous fibroblast therapy appears safe and effective based on the FDA approval of
LAVIV™. Fibrocell Sciences has development underway of cultured autologous fibroblasts for acne
scars, restrictive burn scars, vocal cord scarring, and tendon repair. Replicel has expanded its
autologous product research and development into hair regeneration, skin aging, and tendinosis,
but does not yet have FDA approval for a cultured autologous fibroblast product.
The use of autologous cultured fibroblasts for amputees was initially proposed by one of the authors
(Dr. Meyerle) as a way to help amputees with skin breakdown and disease at the stump site. Given that
skin disease affects up to 48% of amputees at the stump site [85], the goal of cultured autologous
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fibroblast cell therapy is to alter the phenotype of the stump skin to better support the prosthetic
device. In essence, cultured autologous fibroblasts could be employed to “volarize” the stump skin
such that the stump takes on the characteristics of the skin found on the palms and soles. While
cultured autologous fibroblast therapies are promising, the logistics of collection and transportation
and the production costs are limiting. However, as these technical hurdles are overcome, autologous
fibroblasts have increasing promise as tools for regenerative medicine.
As a proof of principle we evaluated the longevity, persistence and ease of locating the injected
human fibroblasts in skin using a mouse xenograft model. We isolated fibroblasts from foreskins of
unidentified normal neonates. Briefly, tissues were treated overnight with dispase at 4 °C and epidermal
sheets were separated from dermis and the dermal layer was cut into small pieces and placed in
DMEM with 10% FBS in culture dishes. Media was changed twice weekly until the fibroblasts migrated
out to cover the dishes. Cells were then harvested for passage. Some fibroblast cultures were incubated
with red dye tracer, CellTracker™Red CMTPX before the experiment. Six to eight weeks old
Cr:NIH(S)-nu/nu female mice were injected hypodermally with one million fibroblasts in 100 µL of
1:1 DMEM/F12 media. The longevity of these fibroblasts was evaluated by harvesting and analyzing
the injection site after 1, 2, 4 or 8 weeks. Human fibroblasts were present for at least 8 weeks after
injection (Figure 2), with or without tracers. Human fibroblasts were tightly clustered at the injection
site at 1 week, and it appeared that cells migrated away from each other and became increasingly
dispersed at 4 and 8 weeks. We confirmed the presence of transplanted cells by: (1) histologically the
injected cells are visible in H&E stained sections as a non-native cluster of fibroblasts in the
hypodermis; and (2) fluorescence microscopy method showed the cells labeled with a tracer are bright
red in sections at the injection site (Figure 2). These results suggest that injected fibroblasts have the
potential to survive for durations sufficient to modify their local microenvironment.
Figure 2. Human fibroblasts injected into the hypodermis of mice survive for
at least 8 weeks. (A) H&E stained sections shows the presence of injected cells visible as a
non-native cluster of fibroblasts in the hypodermis below the muscle layer; (B) Fibroblasts
were incubated with red dye tracer, CellTracker™Red CMTPX and are bright red in serial
section evaluated using a fluorescence microscope confirming the identity, implantation and
survival of human cells. Nuclei stained with DAPI. Scale bars: A, 130 μm and B, 250 μm.
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5.2. Microanatomic Specificity
5.2.1. Papillary and Reticular Dermal Fibroblasts
In addition to the regional identify of fibroblasts isolated from different anatomical locations, it is
now appreciated that fibroblasts from different microanatomic regions have properties specific to their
particular niche [29]. Based on the sub anatomic location in the skin, fibroblasts can be divided into
hair follicle associated fibroblasts, including dermal sheath and dermal papilla cells and interstitial
fibroblasts, comprising papillary and reticular dermal fibroblasts (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Microanatomic regions of the skin have distinct fibroblast populations which
differ in their physical characteristics and functional capabilities.

Harper and Grove, realizing the functional and structural differences between reticular and papillary
dermis, showed that the fibroblast like cells isolated from these regions proliferate at a differential
rate [86]. During normal aging, the papillary dermis skin is shown to atrophy as the reticular
fibroblasts begin to occupy the papillary dermis. This is thought to impact epithelial morphogenesis
and regeneration [87]. Fibroblasts isolated from papillary or reticular dermis have different
genetic markers and functional properties demonstrating the regional uniqueness of fibroblast
sub-populations [88–90]. Collagen synthesis was found to be similar regardless of fibroblast origin in
the dermis [91], however consistently increased amounts of pro-collagen was secreted by reticular
fibroblasts and not by papillary fibroblasts. Functionally, papillary fibroblasts have enhanced epidermal
differentiation and maturation and secrete different soluble factors in reconstituted skin models [90]
when compared with reticular fibroblasts. Conversely, reticular fibroblasts secrete different levels cytokines
such as keratinocyte growth factor and interleukin-6, than papillary fibroblasts, and suppresses terminal
differentiation of keratinocytes as well the formation of the basement membrane zone when
incorporated into skin equivalents [92]. Reticular fibroblasts also secrete molecular targets that
differentially remodel the collagen-glycosaminoglycan matrix [93]. These findings strongly suggest
that the papillary and reticular dermis have two distinct fibroblast populations. Recently, Driskell and
colleagues discovered two distinct lineages of fibroblast in skin and elegantly demonstrated that the
upper dermal lineage is essential for hair follicle formation. Lower dermal lineage which is mainly
responsible for synthesizing extra cellular matrix initiates the wound healing process, thereby resulting
in matrix rich tissue devoid of hair follicles [29]. These studies may have potential implications for the
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field of autologous fibroblast therapies for anti-aging in addition to more common applications to
wound healing.
5.2.2. Dermal Papilla and Dermal Sheath Cells
Hair follicle associated mesenchymal cells namely dermal sheath cells (DS, located in areas
surrounding the outside of hair follicle) and dermal papilla (DP, located at the root of the hair follicle)
are progenitor cells [94,95] that can differentiate into dermal fibroblast during wound healing, induce
hair follicle neogeneis, and regenerate dermal layer of the skin (Figure 3). Blood vessels in the skin are
also associated with fibroblasts namely perivascular cells [96], however, these are not discussed
in this review.
The identification and culture of DP cells, distinct fibroblast cell populations found at the base of
the hair follicle and the subsequent demonstration of their hair inducing capabilities [73,97–99] opened
a new field of cellular therapy for hair follicle neogenesis, and for treating alopecia and other hair loss
disorders [100,101]. DP and DS cells are functionally different from dermal fibroblasts as they exhibit
variance in the localization of immune cells [102] and differential activation of NFκB and decreased
sensitivity towards bacterial lipopolysaccharide [102,103]. A landmark observation in human hair
follicle neogenesis was made when Reynolds and colleagues transplanted male DS cells from the scalp
into the forearm of a female human subject. This experiment demonstrated that hair growth was
partially dependent on DS cells for formation of a DP [104]. Recently, fibroblast cells isolated from
the peri-bulbar DS have also been shown to induce hair follicles [105]. These studies demonstrate that
only dermal fibroblasts from specific locations in the skin have the capacity to induce hair neogenesis.
5.2.3. Induction of Hair Follicles
Isolated DP cells including peri-bulbar sheath cells and DS cells are being studied extensively for
their hair inducing properties which could be translated into cellular therapy for regenerating hair
follicles. Cells with the potential for hair follicle neogenesis can be either injected directly in the bald
scalp or in areas where hair follicles are desired or can be incorporated in skin substitutes to regenerate
skin appendages. One limitation of applying these cells for hair regeneration is that expansion
and frequent passage of trichogenic cells results in loss of hair inductive potential. Advancements
in cell culture technique like using less trypsin during multiplication [106], three dimensional culture
systems [107,108], xeno free culture system [109], conditioning with human serum [63,110] or
supplementing media with morphogens like wnt and bmp modulators [111–113] can lead to methods
for extending the efficacy of these cells. We used the reconstitution assay [114,115] with minor
modifications to evaluate whether the trichogenic potential of DP cells can be maintained by using
three dimensional culture systems. Unlike neonatal mouse dermal cells, human DP cells grown in
monolayer culture failed to induce HFs when injected as a single cell suspension mixed with
mouse epidermal aggregates. In contrast, human DP cells grown as spheroids induced HFs when
coinjected with mouse epidermal aggregates. The resultant HFs contained hair shafts and sebaceous
glands (Figure 4A,B), similar to the results of others [115]. As expected, HFs were chimeric with
mouse-derived cells comprising the epithelial component and human-derived cells dominating the
region adjacent to the epithelium (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4. Human dermal papilla (DP) spheroids induce chimeric hair follicles in
reconstitution assay. (A) Hair fibers in the hypodermis 4 weeks following injection of a
mixture of human DP spheroids (10,000 cells/spheroid) and mouse epidermal cells;
(B) H&E stained horizontal section of injection cyst forming HFs and sebaceous glands;
and (C) Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of the assay site reveals that human DP
cells probed with human specific pan-centromeric probe (red) co-exist with the mouse
epidermal cells probed with mouse specific pan-centromeric probe (green). Scale bars: A,
B and C, 35 μm.

We have also recently demonstrated for the first time that isolated, cultured and dissociated human
DP cells can induce complete human hair follicles when combined with neonatal foreskin keratinocytes
and grafted onto a nude mice [116]. The clinical development of hair follicle inducing dermal cells as a
cellular therapy for treating alopecia is being pursued by Replicel Life Sciences Incorporated (Vancouver,
BC, Canada) [117]. Replicel, is conducting a clinical trial (clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT01286649)
using the autologous cultured dermal sheath cup cells isolated from a biopsy from the occipital scalp
for the treatment of androgenetic alopecia in humans. Dermal sheath cup cells are located in the
peribulbar region of hair follicles (Figure 3) and have lower alkaline phosphatase activity than DP
cells. Dermal sheath cup cells appear to be similar to DP cells in their hair inducing capacity [105].
In an ongoing phase 1/2a clinical safety trial, majority of the injections of dermal sheath cup cells
were well tolerated after a six months follow up for safety and no serious adverse events were
reported 12 months after injections. After 6 months more patients demonstrated an increase in hair
growth efficacy and Replicel is on track for a phase 2 dosing trial. Aderans Research Institute Incorporated
(ARI, Marietta, GA, USA) Aderans Research Institute has completed a clinical trial (clinicaltrials.gov
identifier: NCT01669746) for male and female pattern baldness using autologous cell isolated from
patient’s skin.
6. Conclusions
Cellular therapy based on autologous dermal fibroblast holds enormous promise to the field of
regeneration medicine. It offers a safe, immunologically acceptable and simple alternative for tissue
regeneration applications. Basic research into the mechanism(s) of regional phenotype determination
by fibroblasts will help to develop reprogramming options for cellular therapy applications. Practical
challenges including scale up, formulation, storage, transport and delivery mechanisms are the main
challenges to development and clinical translation of preclinical observations. However, recent FDA
approval of fibroblast therapy applications for nasolabial folds and the expanding pipeline of other
fibroblast therapies in clinical development show that cellular therapy is an expanding field.
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